ALFA WATER BARRIER
ALFA WATER BARRIER is a water-inflated temporary dam developed for worksites dewatering and water deflecting. Advantages:

- **Complete system** with fill/drain fittings, hose connectors and closed ends which **does not require** the use of additional devices to complete the installation or to ensure the stability
- **Lightweight and ease of handling** allow quick deployment and water inflation
- **Rapid draining and removal** ensure minimum amount of labour
- **Safety factor** against rolling or sliding is **10 times greater** than comparably priced single-tube systems
- **High-quality manufacturing materials** are specially developed for this product and the portable barrier is manufactured under strict adherence to the **ISO 9001 Quality Assurance Standard**
- **Environmental impact** is minimized by the use of the only present water supply to create a **stable and reliable barrier**
- **ALFA WATER BARRIER** is suitable for worksite dewatering and flood protection in waters up to 6’ deep
- **36”x50’** ALFA WATER BARRIER replaces 1500 sandbags

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

- **AG3650** 36”x50’ Double barrier Single stabilizing panel (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG36100** 36”x100’ Double barrier Single stabilizing panel (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG4850** 48”x50’ Double barrier Single stabilizing panel (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG3650** 36”x50’ Triple barrier Two stabilizing panels (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG36100** 36”x100’ Triple barrier Two stabilizing panels (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG4850** 48”x50’ Triple barrier Two stabilizing panels (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG6050** 60”x50’ Triple barrier Two stabilizing panels (3x2” and 1x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG7250** 72”x50’ Triple barrier Two stabilizing panels (3x2” and 2x3” FNPT flanges)
- **AG9650** 96”x50’ Triple barrier Two stabilizing panels (3x2” and 2x3” FNPT flanges)

**Availabel colours:** red, yellow, blue and green.